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Abstract: in this paper thirteen level multi - level inverter topology being used in the ON grid connected solar PV
system is realized with PID controller by adopting PWM technique. The algorithm realization, simulation execution
and its results are displayed with details of harmonic distortion level. It has already been established that the multi-
level inverter reduces the harmonics and improves the quality of the signal. In this work, an effort has been made to
get more refined output the PID controller with PWM control technique which gives the best and less rippled inverter
output. It also helps in improving the synchronization between output power of solar plant and the ON grid system.
As we know that supplying or connecting the output power of solar PV to the ON or commercial grid is the best
solution in terms of utilization of energy in the efficient manner, the present researchers are working on designing
inverter smarter with improved efficiency, reduced harmonics, soft switching etc. This paper presents the comparison
of various types of inverters with their technical advantages, difficulties in handling the issues, capability to work in
buck and boost mode with interfacing compatibility also discussed in detail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The significance of saving one unit of electricity in terms of cost, degradation of resources, environmental issues
we can easily understand the value of turning towards the renewable energy sources and it also encourage us to
think how important it is to increase the efficiency of any of the plant in various stages[1]. In this paper the major
part of the grid connected PV systems is being discussed to improve the efficiency so as to justify the saving of
electricity. The one of the major property of the inverter is considered to be that the inverter should be capable of
maintaining the output voltage to the desired level even fault in one of the PV string or corresponding inverter.
This kind of property can be obtained by decoupled space vector PWM method [2]. Capability of High step up
and step down, high shoot through immunity are required behavior from inverter and qualities can be obtained
from impedance source inverter (ZSI). Switched boost inverters (SBI) also has the same advantages as ZSI and
it also has less L-C component pair which can reduces the losses but it has less gain as compared to ZSI. Current
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fed switched inverter (CFSI) has high gain as well as less L-C component pair. [3] Operating the ZSI in different
modes can again improve the operating capability efficiently. In order to get the high boost factor, less voltage
stress at switches and to reduce the number of passive components the ZSI can be operated in ripple input current
mode and continuous input current mode [4]. Apart from controlling the inverter within the operating mode one
can improve the shape of the waveform of the output by using another type of technology for this we may use
delta inverter compensation method, in this method the medium frequency inverter output waveform is being
improved by delta inverter compensation technology by reducing the distortion caused by dead time of the
voltage source inverters [5]. The transformer less inverters are now a days more common due to its tremendous
advantages over ordinary inverter such as lowering size, cost, weight, complexity and increasing the efficiency
of the inverter [6]. A novel single stage with active hybrid filter can reduce the complexity of the circuit and
reduce the bulky inductance in dc side which is responsible for losses as compared to current source two stage
inverters. And single stage inverter problem such as requirement of input dc voltage higher than the peak off
line – line voltage also can resolved by novel single stage with active shunt hybrid filter with transformer[7].
In recent days the fuzzy logic controlled dc-dc converters and inverters are used to improve the reliability,
reduce the harmonics, improve the efficiency, improve the connectivity of service by improving the
synchronization capability.[8] in case of multi-level inverters though the level of inverter is increased but the
number of switches needed are reduced so as to reduce the switching losses [9]. The reliability of the power
transfer is the most important criteria for ensuring the efficiency and avoids the wastage of power generated.
The reliability can be increased by improving the performance of different parts of the plant by increasing the
ability of the particular circuit or algorithm or technique [10]. The reliability revolution also includes the
invention of DC-DC converters not only with too many topologies but also with multiple input and one
constant output which solves the problem of maintaining the constant frequency generation after converting
DC into AC]11]. In addition to all those there is ‘n’ umber of technologies which are included in the recent
days to improve the reliability and efficiency of the grid connected PV system. The new concept of AC link,
Differential power processing to increase the level of production of electrical energy, different protections to
monitor the crucial data’s, input voltage control with monitoring so as to ensure the stability of the input as
well, and also proper selection of source in order to keep the maximum output possibility[12-16] The different
authors have analyzed and tried to implement the different types of inverters in different modes of operations
in order to achieve less switching loss, size of the inverter, complexity etc. and also to improve the efficiency,
ripples etc. hence to find the best solution, beside of all of these types of inverters the multi-level inverters are
now more in common and it gives the better output as compared with the other inverters. In this paper the fast
switching type multi-level inverter has been proposed with shunt active filter at the end of grid and their
simulation results are displayed.

II. MULTI LEVEL INVERTER WITH PWM TECHNIQUE

Improving the reliability, efficiency, loss reduction of inverters and converters are the major research area of the
renewable field and there are so many approaches are being carried out by several authors such as soft switching
technique [17], predictive control technique [18], converters and inverters with controllers [19], different smart
algorithm based converter and inverter circuits for renewable energy usages[20] are The general reason for use
of multi-level inverter in grid connected PV system is to get the fast switching response, unwanted signals
reduction, especially this technique is being more adopted in voltage source type of inverters rather than the
other type of topologies. This special kind of combination of topology improves the harmonics level and it is
being used without transformer hence the losses are reduced to great extent of level. [21-22] the more the level
of the inverter the less the harmonic distortion hence the multi-level inverters are more dominantly preferred by
the researchers in this field. The PWM technique is used so as to get the smooth and also less harmonized output.
The size of the pulse can be controlled by varying the modulation index. [23] In pulse width modulation if the
width of the pulse is � then the value of � becomes,
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� = 2�/np (1)

np = fs/ff (2)

� 0 = �/4 = 2+�/np/4 (3)

µ = Vm/Vs (4)

Where,

np - Number of pulses; fs- Switching frequency; ff - Fundamental frequency

Vm - Maximum applied voltage; Vs - Switching frequency; µ- the angle in which the modulation is carried out.

The fig (1) shows the description of pulse which can help us to find easily how the PWM technique is being
adopted, in which �1 and �2 are called angle of modulation which keeps varying along with the pulses. The PWM
can be carried out by varying the various descriptions of pulses which is mentioned in the Fig (1).

Figure 1: Description of Pulse to apply PWM technique

with this PWM technique the PID controller is established to control the operation of multi level inverter. Here
we use thirteen level inverter as we know that the more the multi level inverter is used the more hormonics less
output is obtained. The Fig (2) shows the basic diagram in which thirteen level inverter with PWM technique in
grid connected PV system. The output parameter from the PV pannel is measured and multiplied using multiplier

Figure 2: PID controlled thirteen level inverter for Grid connected PV system
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and then the new advanced smart switching MPPt algorithm used to get the best output out of PV system and
then it is again further regulated using the ZETA dc-dc converter.

the signals from dc- dc converter is being compared from the inverter output before the connected to the grid and
its compared signal is processed by the PID controller to get the triggering pulse for the inverter to get the desired
output from the inverter so that it can be more compatible for connecting to the giid.

III. PID CONTROLLER REALIZATION

The realization of PID controller has been adopted so as to control the gate triggering of the thirteen level
inverter circuit. This PID controller controls the pulse of the gate triggering signal where the PWM technique is
used. In fig (3) the realization of PID controller in order to get the signal which can control the width of the pulse
by changing the modulation index is shown. The terms which are used are PID controller constants (Kp, Kd, and
Ki), error signal e (t), grid current (Iog), controlled output (Con (t)) [24]

The output from PID controller is Con (t) the equation of Con (t) is given by,

Con (t) = Kpe(t) + Kde(t) + Kie(t) (5)

The output of PID controlled multi-level inverter is directly connected to the grid. In the figure (3) the
factor K is the factor which is being produced by PID controller which triggers the gate triggering circuit which
gives the gate pulse to the switches of multi-level inverter. The whole process is being executed in MATLAB
simulation and its results are displayed.

Figure 3: PID controller algorithm realization

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS REALIZATION

The PID controller which is realized in figure (3) helps to improve the performance of the output of the inverter
to give the regulated output which can easily and reliable match with the grid system. This PID controlled
inverter has the advantages of PD and PI controllers combination, it has very smaller maximum peak overshoot
as compared to the other controllers which helps in reducing the settling time of the response, and the main
advantages of PID controller is that it does not have the steady state error which makes the system to in the line
of more stability. The fig (4 & 5) shows the sub Simulation model and simulation model of PID controlled multi-
level inverter for Grid connected PV system.
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Figure 5: Simulation model of multi-level controlled inverter for Grid connected PV system

Figure 4: Simulation model of multi-level controlled inverter (Sub system)
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The simulation results are shown in figure (6, 7 & 8) which shows the voltage, current and THD level.

Figure 6: Simulation result of PID controlled multi-level (13) inverter (Voltage)

Figure 8: Simulation result of PID controlled multi-level (13) inverter (THD Level)

Figure 7: Simulation result of PID controlled multi-level (13) inverter (Current)
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The proposed PID controlled Thirteen Level inverter with symmetrical and dynamic approach results are
shown. This thirteen level inverter requires 24 switches and it has different switching combinations which in
turns generate the required thirteen level output signals.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the most demanded technique by the Photovoltaic system which needs to be connected to
the commercial grid, as the basic requirement of commercial grid is that the standard voltage and frequency in
this paper the PID controller with PWM technique has been discussed. As the result shows that this technique
improves and gives the better efficiency in terms of reliability, ripples, impedance matching, fast response etc.,
and it also reduces the switching losses.
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